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Making Friends Emily Learns About Tolerance British Values

With her signature wit and wisdom, Emily Levine meets her ultimate challenge as a comedienne/philosopher: she makes dying funny. In this personal talk, she takes us on her journey to make friends with reality—and peace with death. Life is an enormous gift, Levine says: "You won't live as long as you can, and then you give it back."

Emily Levine: How to make friends with reality | TED Talk

Our Values: Making Friends | Emily Learns about Tolerance (British Values)

Friends are very important to you. You were not born alone but it's a sad fact that making friends gets more difficult after you reach 30. Friends are key to a happy life (Making Friends: Emily Learns About Tolerance (British Values))

Making Friends: Article about Making Friends by The Free...

If it feels like you're making fewer and fewer friends do you shroud yourself in friendship, that's because it's probably true. A 2013 Gilani review of more than 270 studies found that people's personal networks and friendship bases generally grew until young adulthood, then declined steadily with age. [A Guide To Making Friends As A Grown Woman] scottpeart
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